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Summary

Team de Rooy is well known for their participation in the notorious Dakar rally,
the toughest rally in the world. In this rally, the team participates with a truck
based on a DAF truck. Before the rally edition of 2006 some TU/e students made
a multi-body model of the 2006 truck and preformed a parameter study, to find
the best possible truck configuration and suspension setting. For several reasons,
like a lower unsprung mass, Team de Rooy decided to equip the 2007 rally truck
with an independent wheel suspension instead of rigid axles. This meant that the
multi-body simulation model also had to be equipped with independent wheel sus-
pension instead of rigid axles.

Measurements of the geometry of the front and rear axle of the real rally truck
are the basis for the suspension lay-out of the multi-body model. Since the front
and rear axle are mirrored around the lateral vehicle axis, there configuration is the
same. The spring and damper characteristics were provided by engineers of DAF.
Evaluating the unsprung masses of front axle showed a value of 1000 kg for the
2006 model and 840 kg for the 2007 model. For the rear axle values of 900 kg for
the 2006 model and 840 kg for the 2007 model were found.

A kinematic analysis was carried out on the independent wheel suspension. Due
to the lay-out of the independent suspension an installation ratio has to be taken
into account. This installation ratio affects the vertical stiffness measured at the
wheels. Stiffness values found are 56 N/mm at the front wheels while the vertical
stiffness at the mounting point of the spring is 121 N/mm. At the rear wheels a
vertical stiffness of 34.8 N/mm is found while the stiffness at the mounting point
is 74 N/mm. Another effect encountered on the kinematic analysis is, that moving
the wheels up and down causes changes in wheel position. The most important
changes are a changing camber and toe angle, which do not occur on a rigid axle.

After the kinematic analysis, a dynamic analysis is carried out. In this dynamic
analysis simulations with the 2006 and the 2007 model have been executed. In
these simulations the trucks drives over a bump similar to the bump found on the
DAF test track in Sint-Oedenrode. After these simulations the wheel travel, the
wheel velocity, the vertical tyre forces, the cabin acceleration and the chassis pitch
for both models are plotted in graphs.

A comparison showed that the multi-body model fitted with independent wheel
suspension shows the preferable vehicle behaviour, lower vertical tyre forces, lower
vehicle pitch and faster tyre/road contact again . Especially the smaller "fly time"
of the tyres is important because a shorter "fly time" means that the it is earlier
possible to make steer manoeuvres and to have traction. This is in agreement with
the findings of Team the Rooy when the drive over the bump with the real rally
trucks.

To develop the multi-body model further it is necessary to get better and more
specific information about the dampers and the fast rebound system. At the mo-
ment the maximum damper velocity in the provided data is −0.4 m/s while the
simulations show a maximum damper velocity of −6 m/s. Another recommenda-
tion is to validate the results of simulations with measurements done when driving
over the bump on the DAF test track with the real truck. At the moment the in-
formation about some aspects of the dynamic behaviour of the real rally trucks is
based on what assumptions and estimations. To improve the accuracy and predic-
tive quality of the multi-body model,measurements on the real complete truck and
the components are required.
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Samenvatting

Team de Rooy is alom bekend vanwege hun deelname aan de roemruchte Dakar
rally, een van de zwaarste rally’s ter wereld. Tijdens deze rally maakt het team
gebruik van trucks gebaseerd op DAF trucks. Voor aanvang van de 2006 editie,
enkele TU/e studenten ontwikkelden eenmulti-bodymodel van de rally trucks. Met
behulp van dit multi-body model is een parameter studie uitgevoerd naar de best
mogelijke configuratie van de rally trucks en afstellingen van de ophanging. Van-
wege meerdere reden, zoals de de lagere onafgeveerde massa, is er door Team de
Rooy besloten om de starre assen van de rally trucks te vervangen door onafhankeli-
jke wielophanging. Dit betekende dat in multi-body model, welke gebruikt worden
tijdens simulaties, de starre assen vervangenmoesten worden door een onafhanke-
lijk wielophanging, zodat het mogelijk blijft om eenmulti-body model te gebruiken
tijdens de verdere ontwikkeling van de rally trucks.

Metingen aan de voor- en achteras van een rally truck vormde de basis voor de
opzet voor de geometrie van de onafhankelijke wielophanging in multi-body vorm.
Tijdens de metingen aan de voor- en achteras van de rally truck werd duidelijk dat
de configuratie van de voor- en achteras hetzelfde zijn. De achteras is de vooras
gespiegeld over de laterale as. De veer- en damperkarakteristieken zijn verkregen
via DAF ingenieurs. De onafgeveerde massa van de vooras blijkt voor het 2006
model 1000 kg te zijn tegenover 840 kg voor het model van 2007. Voor de achteras
geldt een onafgeveerde massas van 900 kg voor het 2006 model en 840 kg voor het
2007 model.

Met behulp van het model is het kinematische gedrag van de onafhankelijke wielo-
phanging bestudeerd. De lay-out van de onafhankelijke wielophanging heeft een
installatie ratio tot gevolg. Deze installatie ratio beïnvloedt de verticale stijfheid aan
de wielen. Aan de voorwielen is een verticale stijfheid van 56 N/mm gevonden ter-
wijl de verticale stijfheid op het montagepunt van de veren 121 N/mm bedraagt.
Voor de achteras komt het neer op 34.8 N/mm aan de wielen en 74 N/mm aan
het montagepunt van de veren. Naast de installatie verhouding is ook naar voren
gekomen dat de wielstanden veranderen als de wielen omhoog of omlaag bewe-
gen. De belangrijkste wielstand veranderingen zijn een verandering in stuur- en
camberhoek welke niet voorkomen bij een starre as.

Na de bestudering van het kinematisch gedrag van de onafhankelijke wielophang-
ing, het dynamische voertuiggedrag is bestudeerd. Tijdens deze studie zijn simu-
laties uitgevoerd waarbij zowel het 2006 als 2007 model over een hobbel rijden.
Deze hobbel heeft dezelfde afmetingen als de hobbel op het testterrein van DAF in
Sint-Oedenrode. Na de simulatie de slag van het wiel, de snelheid van het wiel, de
verticale bandkracht, de acceleratie van de cabine en de pitch van het chassis zijn
uitgezet in grafieken.

Na het vergelijken is geconcludeerd dat het multi-body model met onafhankelijke
wielophanging het meest wenselijke voertuiggedrag bezit, lagere verticale band-
krachten, minder pitch van het chassis en een sneller hersteld band/wegdek con-
tact. Vooral het sneller hersteld band/wegdek contact is belangrijk. Een eerder
hersteld band/wegdek contact betekend dat het eerder mogelijk is om stuur correc-
ties uit te voeren en om eerder weer trekkracht te hebben. Dit komt overeen met de
conclusie van Team de Rooy nadat ze met zowel de 2006 truck als de 2007 truck
gereden hadden.

Om het multi-body model verder te ontwikkelingen is het aan te bevelen om betere
en specifiekere informatie omtrent de dampers te verkrijgen. In de op dit moment
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bekende informatie, bedraagt de maximale dampersnelheid −0.4 m/s terwijl de
simulaties aantonen dat er dampersnelheden tot −6 m/s bereikt kunnen worden.
Daarnaast is het aan te bevelen om de simulatie resultaten te valideren met metin-
gen aan een rally truck die over de DAF testbaan rijdt. Vooral omdat op dit moment
de informatie over het gedrag van de rally trucks gebaseerd is op vermoedens en
aannames. Om de nauwkeurigheid van het multi-body model te verbeteren zijn
metingen aan zowel het complete voertuig als aan componenten nodig.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background information

Team de Rooy is well known for their participation in the notorious Dakar rally,
the toughest rally in the world. In this rally, the team race with trucks based on a
DAF truck. After every edition of the Dakar rally they evaluate the last rally to see
how the rally truck can be improved for the next edition of the Dakar rally. This
technical development is done in close cooperation with engineers of DAF. These
improvements led to the decision to equip the rally trucks for the 2007 edition
with independent wheel suspension instead of rigid axles. This independent wheel
suspension should have some benefits because of the lower unsprung mass.

In 2006, 2 TU/e students developed amulti-bodymodel of the rally truck which
had to participate in the 2006 edition of the Dakar rally, see Siau and Spijkers
[?]. This multi-body model was used to study the effect of different rally truck
configurations, for example the influence of a wheelbase change on the vehicle
dynamics. As mentioned before, the rally truck for the 2007 edition was equipped
with independent wheel suspension. So, to get a multi-body model of the 2007
truck a new model has to be build.

At this moment the multi-body models are created after the real rally trucks
have been build, and are used to get a better understanding of the dynamic truck
behaviour. Final aim is to use the multi-body models in the design stage and have
an additional design tool to evaluate vehicle performance at a very early stage, even
before a real truck is build.

1.2 Objective of the assignment

The objective of the assignment is to build a multi-body model of a rally truck with
independent suspension and compare the performance with a truck equipped with
rigid axles. The results of the comparison hopefully match the conclusions of Team
de Rooy concerning the behaviour of the 2006 and 2007 trucks in reality.

1.3 Simulation software

To build and analyse the multi-body model of the Dakar rally truck, the software
package Matlab, version 7.2.0.232 (R2006a), was used. Beside Simulink also Sim-
Mechanics and the Virtual Reality toolbox are required.

1.4 Outline of the report

This report contains 4 chapters. Chapter 1 is this introduction. Chapter 2 gives
an overview of the multi-body model specifications of the 2007 rally truck. The
coordinate system used, the vehicle parameters, the spatial placement of suspen-
sion points, masses of suspension parts and the characteristics of the spring and
dampers are described. In chapter 3 the behaviour of the 2007 model is examined
by a kinematic study and a dynamic study. A comparison is made between the dy-
namic behaviour of the 2006 truck and the 2007 truck, while driving over a severe
bump. In chapter 4 conclusions are drawn and recommendations, with should
help to improve the multi-body model for future usage, are given.
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2 The multi-body model of the 2007 rally truck

In this chapter the basic design of the multi-body model of the 2007 Dakar rally
truck is described. First the coordinate system with its origin is defined. Next some
basic vehicle parameters will be shown and after that the design of the independent
wheel suspension is described. This is followed by a section about the masses of
the different parts of the suspension. The dampers and springs are subject of the
section after that. The final section shows some picture of the axles and the com-
plete multi-body model. The dimensions and masses mentioned in this section,
are mentioned again in Appendix B.

2.1 Axis system

The multi-body model of the Dakar rally truck is constructed in a 3 dimensional
space, the axis system used is a right handed coordinate system and is defined as:

• positive x axis, is pointing forward

• positive y axis, is pointing to the left

• positive z axis, is pointing upwards

The origin of the axis system lays at:

• x = 0, centre of front axle

• y = 0, longitudinal plane of symmetry

• z = 0, road level

2.2 Vehicle and suspension dimensions

The basic vehicle dimensions of the 2007 trucks are given in tabel 1.

wheel base 4.40 m
track width 2.20 m
longitudinal distance CG - front axle 1.65 m

Table 1: vehicle dimensions 2007

(a) front axle (front view) (b) rear axle (rear view)

Figure 1: picture of front and rear axle
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The pictures in figure 1 show the front and the rear axle in reality. The left
picture 1(a) is the front axle viewed from the front, while the right picture 1(b)
is a rear view of the rear axle. By means of measurements on a real rally truck
the spatial placement of the suspension nodes became clear. More details about
the exact suspension lay-out are given in Appendix A. Appendix F contains some
drawings with dimensions of the upper and lower rod and the wheel hubs, the
dimensions are found by measurement on the parts.

2.3 Mass of vehicle and suspension parts

The axle loads of the 2007 trucks are given in tabel 2, these loads are according
to the data given by DAF engineers. An overview of the masses of the various

front axle load 5000 kg
rear axle load 3500 kg
total truck load 8500 kg

Table 2: vehicle dimensions 2007

suspension parts is given in table 3The mass of the axle body/differential is esti-
mated and the masses of the rods and the wheel hub are measured with a scale or
a weighbeam.

part mass [kg] # on axle total mass [kg] remark
axle body/di�. 400 1 400
upper rod 40 2 80
lower rod 40 2 80
wheel hub 230 2 460 with brakes and bearings
tyre 75 2 150
rim 75 2 150
total axle mass 1320

drive shaft 30 2 60 not included in model

Table 3: mass of suspension parts, 2007 truck

The summed mass of the axles including rim and tyres equals 2 ∗ 1320 =
2640kg, so the mass of the engine, cabin, fuel tanks, etc. has to be 8500 − 2640 =
5860kg, to get a total vehicle weight of 8500 kg. The masses of the suspension
parts give a indication about the sprung and unsprung mass. Parts belonging to
the unsprung mass are the complete wheel (tyre and rims), the wheel hub and half
the upper and lower rods. For the multi-body model of 2007 the unsprung mass
of an axle has a value of (40/2) ∗ 4 + 2 ∗ 150 + 460 = 840kg. The unsprung mass
of the 2006 truck is found by adding the mass of 2 complete wheels,2 ∗ 150 to the
mass of an axle. The front axle weighs 700 kg and the tyres and rims together weigh
300 kg, so the unsprung mass a the front has a value of 700 + 2 ∗ 150 = 1000kg.
The unsprung mass of the rear has a value of 900 kg, the rear axle weighs 600 kg
and the tyres and rims weigh again 300 kg. The axle masses of the 2006 model
are obtained from the report of Siau and Spijkers [?]. The unsprung mass values
mentioned in above text are also include in Appendix B.
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2.4 Spring and damper characteristics

The front springs have a stiffness of 60.5 N/mm and for the rear springs hold a
value of 37 N/mm. Each side of an axle is equipped with 2 springs, so the total
spring stiffness at each side becomes 121 N/mm for the front axle and 74 N/mm
which is can be concluded from figure 8 in section 3.1

In the model of 2006, Siau and Spijkers used dampers with fixed damping
coefficients for in- and outstroke, 7000 Ns/m for the instroke and 11200 Ns/m for
the outstroke. Meanwhile, new information about the dampers used in 2006 has
become available. This new information contains a graph of the damping force as
function of the damping speed. The dampers setting of 2006 is shown in figure
2(a), which make clear that the damping coefficient is non linear and different for
instroke/bump and outstroke/rebound. By replacing the look-up table for the fixed
damper coefficients by a look-up table containing the data of figure 2(a) the multi-
body model of the 2006 truck is updated.

(a) setting 2006 (b) setting 2007

Figure 2: damper characteristics

For the damping of the 2007 truck the assumption is made that the 2007 truck
and the 2006 truck had the same damping character on axle level. Because of
this assumption and the installation ratio, which is explained in section 3.1, the
damper graphs had to be scaled. The damper force of the 2006 setting, has to be
scaled up by a factor 1.45 and the damper velocity has to be scaled down by the
same factor. The damper characteristic for the 2007 truck is shown in figure 2(b).
Another difference between the 2006 and 2007 damper, is the difference between
total stroke which the dampers can cover. The dampers mounted on the 2006
rally truck can cover an in- and outstroke of 200 mm which make a total stroke
of 400 mm. The dampers mounted on the 2007 rally truck can cover an in- and
outstroke of 138 mm, this gives a total damper travel of 276 mm, see figure 6 in
section 3.1. These damper strokes lead to a total possible wheel travel of 400 mm
for both trucks.

The dampers are fitted with a so called fast rebound system. Siau and Spijk-
ers [?] already mentioned the system in there report [?]. The idea behind the fast
rebound system is to strongly reduce the damping force when the vehicle "flies"
and the wheels have no contact with the road. Because of the strong reduction in
damping force the distance between the road and the wheels reduces faster. This
also results in a faster restored tyre/road contact, which means that traction and
steering manoeuvres are faster possible. Between the report of Siau and Spijkers
[?] and this report, new information about the fast rebound system became avail-
able. This new information showed that the fast rebound system consist of a mass
with a spring and that the input of the system is the acceleration of the dampers.
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The mass operates like a valve which normally shuts off a orifice. When, at out-
stoke, a certain acceleration is exceeded the valve opens the extra orifice, due to the
inertia of the mass. By opening the extra orifice the damping fluid can flow easier
which causes a drastic reduction in damping. A schematic picture of a damper
with fast rebound is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: schematic view of fast rebound system

At the moment exact fast rebound system setting are unknown, in the multi-
body models the acceleration limit, were the valve is opens, is set to 20 m/s2 while
the damper forces reduces to 5 % of the normal damping forces. In the multi-body
models the acceleration of the wheel is feed into the dampers and via a look-up
table the damping reduction taken into account. In Appendix C a comparison is
made between the dynamic behaviour of the 2007 truck model with and without
fast rebound system. The results in Appendix C are found by preforming a dynamic
simulation like mentioned in section 3.2.

2.5 Multi-body model

This section shows the multi-body model of the 2007 rally truck in virtual reality
by means of some pictures. In figure 4 the complete multi-body model is shown.
The complete multi-body model consists of a cabine , a loading space, a chassis,
a front axle, a rear axle and 4 wheels. Figure 4(a) shows a perspective view while
figure 4(b) shows a bottom view of the 2007 truck.

(a) perspective view (b) bottom view

Figure 4: 2007 rally truck in virtual reality
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Figure 5 shows a close-up of the front axle and rear axle in virtual reality. The
parts found on the axles are a differential/axle body (1), 2 upper rods (2), 2 lower
rods (3), 2 steering rods (4), 2 wheel hub (5), 2 wheels (6) and 4 damper/spring
units, which are not shown in figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows the front axle while
figure 5(b) shows the rear axle, both in a perspective view.The pictures show that
both axles are the same, but the rear axle is the front axle mirrored around the
lateral axis of the truck.

(a) perspective view of front axle (b) perspective view of rear axle

Figure 5: axles in virtual reality
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3 Analysis of the independent wheel suspension

In this chapter the independent wheel suspension is analysed to discover possible
advantages of this type of suspension. First part of this analysis is a kinematic
study, which is the subject of section 3.1. In section 3.2, the dynamic behaviour of
the Dakar rally trucks are analyzed. Here the possible advantages of independent
wheel suspension over a rigid axles should become visible.

3.1 Kinematic study

For the kinematic study 2 new multi-body models are made. The first model is the
front axle placed on wheelpads and the second model is the rear axle placed on the
same wheelpads. Wheelpads are some sort of road simulator which can move the
wheels of the axle vertically with a prescribed force or displacement. A schematic
picture of a wheelpad is drawn in Appendix G. In this kinematic study a sinus with
a frequency of 0.0083 (Hz) and an amplitude of 20 kN for the front axle and 10 kN
for the rear axle are used to examen the kinematic behaviour of both axles. Figure 6
shows the vertical movement of wheelcentre and the mounting point of the springs
at the lower rod in time. Figure 6(a) shows the graphs for the front axle while figure
6(b) shows the graphs for the rear axle.

(a) front axle (b) rear axle

Figure 6: movement of wheel, spring and rod

The flat parts of the graphs show the maximum in- and outstroke of the wheel
and the dampers. The total wheel travel is around 400 mm and the total damper
travel is 276 mm, like already mentioned in section 2.4. The graphs make also clear
that a ratio exists between the wheel travel and the damper travel, this is the earlier
mentioned installation ratio. The installation ratio for the front axle is given in
figure 7(a) while the ratio for the rear axle is given in figure 7(b).

Because of the installation ratio’s the stiffness at the wheel is different from
the spring stiffness. The force at the wheel is smaller then at the mounting point,
C07a&b, of the springs, but the travel of the wheel is bigger, which can be seen in
figure 6. By plotting the vertical force as function of the wheel travel, the vertical
stiffness at the wheel can be found. The slope of such a graph is equal to the vertical
stiffness. The same hold for mounting point, C07a&b of the springs. In figure 8
these plots are shown for the front and rear axle. Figure 8(a) represents the front
axle and figure 8(b) represents the rear axle.

According to figure 8(a) the vertical stiffness at the front wheels has a value of
56 N/mm and a vertical stiffness at the mounting point C07a&b of 121 N/mm. Fig-
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(a) front axle (b) rear axle

Figure 7: installation ratio at front and rear axle

(a) front axle (b) rear axle

Figure 8: sti�ness at wheel and springs

ure 8(b) shows that the vertical stiffness at the rear wheels has a value of 34.8 N/mm.
The vertical stiffness at mounting point C07a&b of the rear axle turns out to be
74 N/mm. The vertical stiffness at the mounting points C07a&b is,due to the par-
allel mounting of 2 springs at each side of an axle, equal to 2 times the spring
stiffness like already mentioned in section 2.4.

In figure 9 the vertical travel of different suspension parts as function of the
vertical wheelpad travel shown, while in figure 10 the lateral travels as function
of the vertical wheelpad travel are given. Similar to all the foregoing figures, the
graphs on the left,figure 9(a) and figure 10(a), represents the front axle while the
graphs on the right, figure 9(b) and figure 10(b) represents the rear axle. The points
mentioned in the legend, C01, C03 and C07a&b, are according to the schematic
drawings of Appendix A.

Besides different vertical and lateral movements of the suspension nodes, the
suspension design also causes changes in toe and camber angle of the wheels. The
changes in toe angle of the left wheel of both the front and rear axle are shown
in figure 12. Figure 12(a) holds for the front axle and figure 12(b) holds for the
rear axle. The toe angle of the left front wheel reaches a value of −0.1◦ when the
wheelpad has moved 200 mm down, when the wheelpad moves 200 mm up the toe
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(a) front axle (b) rear axle

Figure 9: vertical movement of parts

(a) front axle (b) rear axle

Figure 10: lateral movement of parts

angle has a value of 0.07◦. This means that, when the wheels of the front axle move
upwards the axle has toe-in and when the wheels moves down the axle has toe-out.
Figure 11 shows how toe-in and toe-out are defined, in the figures a positive angle
means toe-in and a negative angle means toe-out. Because of the fact that the rear
axle is a mirrored front axle, the graph for the toe angles is also mirrored.

The last graphs, figure 13 in this section show the changes in camber angle as
function of the vertical movement of the wheelpad. Positive camber is defined as
a the anticlockwise rotation around the longitudinal axis when the wheel is viewed
from the rear.

The left graph, figure 13(a), shows the camber angle of the left front wheel and
the right picture, figure 13(b) shows the camber angle of the left rear wheel. The
graphs show that both the front and rear wheel have the same camber angle. When
the wheelpad moves 200 mm down the camber angle has a value of 1.70◦. When
the wheelpad moves 200 mm up the camber angle has a value of 4.80◦. This kine-
matic analyse showed that using an independent wheel suspension means that the
orientation of the wheels is changing when the wheels aremoved up or downwards.
These changes do not occur at rigid axles.
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Figure 11: toe de�nition

(a) front axle (b) rear axle

Figure 12: steer angle change of wheel

(a) front axle (b) rear axle

Figure 13: camber angle change of wheel
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3.2 Dynamic study, comparing the 2006 and 2007 trucks

In this section a comparison is made between the dynamic behaviour of the Dakar
rally trucks for 2006 and 2007. The analysis of the dynamic behaviour is done
by plotting the simulation results for both trucks in graphs. Graphs which will be
shown are; wheel travel with respect to time, wheel velocity with respect to time,
vertical tyre force with respect to time, cabin accelerations with respect to time,
chassis pitch with respect to time and wheel centre travel with respect to time. At
the figures for wheel travel and wheel velocity in time a remark has to be made. The
signals are measured at the spring/damper units in both the multi-body models,
for the 2006 model the damper travel and damper velocity are equal to the travel
and velocity at a wheel, to get the wheel travel and velocity for the 2007 truck the
damper travel and velocity had to be multiplied with a factor 1.45 because of the
installation ration.

Before using and updating the 2006 truck, it was checked if a simulation with
the basic truck settings and road bump of 2006 gave the same results as Siau and
Spijkers [?] showed in there report. The figures of this check are placed in Appendix
D, there were no differences found between the results of Siau and Spijkers [?] and
the results of this check. After the check, the 2006 truck is modified by changing
the damper characteristic, to the damper setting mentioned in section 2.4 and by
adding the fast rebound system.

To make it possible to make a fair comparison between the 2006 and 2007
truck, they both use the same road. This road is a bump which can be found on
the DAF test track at Sint-Oedenrode. The dimensions of the bump are estimated
by DAF engineers and given in figure 14.

Figure 14: road bump at DAF test track

The simulation scenario used for the simulations was; driving over the road
bump of the DAF test track with an initial velocity of 140 km/h and no steer, throttle
or brake input.

3.2.1 Dynamic study, fast rebound system switched o�

After defining the road profile and the simulation settings a first simulation is done.
At this simulation both multi-body models has the damper characteristic like figure
2(a) and figure 2(b) , but the fast rebound system is switched off. The results of this
simulation are shown in figure 15.

Comparing the wheel travels of both trucks, figure 15(a), shows that there is no
difference between the trucks when there axles reach the top of the DAF bump,
6.83 sec for the front axle and 6.96 sec for the rear axle. After the top of the DAF
bump differences arise between the 2006 and 2007 truck, the downwards wheel
travels are smaller for the 2007 truck,−160 mm for the 2006 truck against−150 mm
for the 2007 truck. Other differences are the fluctuations before coming to steady
state again, for the 2007 trucks the amplitudes and the frequency of the fluctua-
tions are smaller. Both truck reaches steady state again around 9.5 sec.

The wheel velocities are plotted in figure 15(b). For the 2006 truck the maxi-
mum front wheel velocity is 3.74 m/s at 6.82 sec, the minimum front wheel velocity
is −2.30 m/s at 6.90 sec. For the rear wheel velocity the maximum is 3.37 m/sec at
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(a) wheel travel in time (b) wheel velocity in time

(c) vertical tyre forces in time (d) cabin acceleration in time

(e) chassis pitch in time (f) wheel centre travel in time

Figure 15: results of 2006 and 2007 truck without fast rebound system on DAF
road bump

6.94 sec and the minimum is −1.63 m/s at 7.01 sec. For the 2007 truck a max-
imum front wheel velocity of 4.05 m/s at 6.82 sec and a minimum front wheel
velocity of −1.90 m/s at 6.90 sec are found, determining the maximum rear wheel
velocity gives 3.60 m/s at 6.94 sec, while the minimum rear wheel velocity becomes
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−1.30 m/s at 7.06 sec.
Looking at the vertical tyre force graphs, figure 15(c), and determining the max-

ima gives the following values. The front tyres of the 2006 truck reach a maximum
of 97607 N, the rear tyres reach a value of 81521 N as maximum. Analyzing the
graphs for the 2007 truck gives maxima of 89718 N for the front axle and 74568 N
for the rear axle. All the maxima, occur when the axles reaches the top of the DAF
bump. The lower maximum vertical tyre forces for the 2007 truck mean that the
tyres are loaded less severe, so the margin before damaging the tyres may be big-
ger. Together with the wheel travel graphs, figure 15(a), the graphs of the vertical
tyre forces, figure 15(c), are used to get information about the contact between the
wheels and the road. When the front axle of both trucks reaches the top of the
bump at 6.83 sec,the contact between road and front wheels is lost. At 7.09 sec the
front wheels of the 2006 truck have contact with the road again while for the 2007
truck the front wheels have road contact again at 7.06 sec. This results in a "fly
time" of 0.26 sec for the front wheels of the 2006 truck and 0.23 sec for the front
wheels of 2007 truck. Examine the wheel/road contact for the rear wheels of both
truck shows that the road contact is lost at 6.95 sec for both trucks. The rear wheel
of the 2006 truck have contact again at 7.32 sec while the rear wheels of the 2007
truck have road contact again at 7.29 sec. This gives "fly times" of 0.37 sec for the
2006 rear wheels and 0.29 sec for the 2007 rear wheels. These "fly times" lead
to the conclusion that the wheels of the 2007 truck have faster road contact again
after jumping over the DAF road bump.

Figure 15(d) shows the acceleration in the cabin in longitudinal and vertical di-
rection. The graph for the 2007 truck show a big positive and negative peak around
6.80 sec. At this point the dampers reach the bumpstops, which leads to high ac-
celerations in the suspension, this high accelerations are passed on to the cabin
because the cabin is mounted rigid to the chassis. If the peaks are neglected, it can
be seen that the vertical cabin accelerations for the 2007 truck are lower then the
vertical cabin accelerations of the 2006 truck. For the longitudinale cabin accel-
erations the differences between the 2006 and 2007 trucks are relativly small and
more or less the same. In Appendix E the cabin accelerations are plotted again after
changing themaximum damper travel for the 2007 truck to 200 mm to prevent that
the dampers would reach there bump stops when driving over the DAF bump. In
the mentioned plot, the peaks are disappeared and again the cabin accelerations of
the 2007 truck is lower than for the 2006 truck. Because of the lower vertical cabin
acceleration, the 2007 truck is more comfortable for the driver and occupants, so
the 2007 truck is preferable.

Figure 15(e) shows the pitch of the chassis in time. The maximum amplitude
of the pitch movement for the 2006 truck is 3.29◦ while the minimum amplitude
is −2.34◦. For the 2007 truck a value of 2.39◦ as maximum and −1.71◦ as min-
imum are found. After comparing the chassis pitch for both trucks, there can be
concluded that the pitch motion of the 2007 truck has a lower amplitude and fre-
quency than the 2006 truck.

After analyzing all the graphs it can be concluded that, with the fast rebound
system switched off the dynamic behaviour of 2007 truck is preferable, faster re-
store of tyre-road contact, lower vertical tyre forces, lower cabin accelerations and a
lower pitch of the vehicle contribute to this conclusion.
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3.2.2 Dynamic study, fast rebound system switched on

After analyzing the truck behaviour with switched of fast rebound system, the fast
rebound system was switched on and the same simulations were performed. The
results of this simulations with switched on fast rebound system are shown in
figure 16.

At figure 16(a) the graphs show that the weels of both trucks uses there maxi-
mum up and downwards travel, so the total wheel travel is 400 mm. The maximum
upwards wheel travel for the front wheels is reached at 6.83 sec for both the trucks,
the rear wheel travel of both trucks has a maximum at 6.96 sec, these times are
equal to the times found when fast rebound system is switched off. As a result of
the switched on fast rebound system, the wheels reach thereminimumwheel travel
faster, 6.97 sec for the 2006 front wheels and 6.95 sec for the 2007 front wheel, for
the rear wheels the times are 7.11 sec for 2006 and 7.18 sec for 2007. Again it can
be concluded that the amplitude and frequency of the wheel travel are the lowest
for the 2007 truck, which was also found in figure 15(a). Remarkable is that for the
2007 rear wheels the overshoot before reaching steady state is disappeared, figure
15(a) and figure 16(a).

Because of the switch on fast rebound system the downwards wheel velocity
should be higher as with switched off fast rebound system, figure 15(b) and figure
16(b) shows that this is true. With switched on fast rebound system the wheels of
the 2006 truck reach minima of −5.17 m/ at the front and −4.65 m/s at the rear,
for the 2007 truck the minima have values of −5.98 m/s for the front wheels and
−4.90 m/s for the rear wheels.

Comparing figure 15(c) and figure 16(c) lead to the conclusion that there exist
no big difference in maximum and minimum vertical tyre forces with or without
fast rebound system and the shape of the graphs is also more or less the same.
The only noticeably difference is the point in time were the tyre/road contact is
established again. The 2006 trucks with switched on fast rebound system has
tyre/road contact again at 7.06 sec on the front and at 7.30 sec on the rear. The
front wheels of the 2007 truck, with switched on fast rebound system, have road
contact again at 6.93 sec, while for the rear wheels a time of 7.24 sec is found. These
values show that the tyre/road contact is established faster when the fast rebound
system is switched on which means that the "fly time" is shorter with switched
on fast rebound. The exact "fly times" are mentioned in table 4. Comparing the
"fly time" values mentioned in table 4, the conclusion can be drawn that the contact
between tyres and road after jumping over the DAF bump, is established the fastest
with the 2007 truck with the fast rebound system switch on. So, of all possible
options the 2007 truck with fast rebound system switch on is the favourable one,
the sooner there is contact again between tyre and road, the sooner it is possible to
have traction and to make a steering manoeuvres.

When analyzing the cabin acceleration graphs of figure 16(d), the problems of
the high peaks is encountered again. Because of the switched on fast rebound
system the dampers certainly will reach there maximum outstroke travel. So, it is
hard to give a reasonable conclusion about the cabin acceleration of both trucks
with fast rebound system switched on.

The figure for the vehicle pitch, figure 16(e), shows a minimum of −2.75◦ at
6.94 sec and a maximum of 3.37◦ at 7.26 sec for the 2006 truck. For the 2007 truck
a minimum of −2.15◦ at 6.94 sec and a maximum of 1.40◦ at 7.19 sec are found.
Again the amplitude and the frequency of the pitch movement of the 2007 truck
is lower than of the 2006 truck. After comparing the values with the minima and
maxima found for a switched off fast rebound system the conclusion can be drawn
that negative pitch becomes bigger and the positive pitch becomes lower when fast
rebound system is switched on.
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(a) wheel travel in time (b) wheel velocity in time

(c) vertical tyre forces in time (d) cabin acceleration in time

(e) chassis pitch in time (f) wheel centre travel in time

Figure 16: results of 2006 and 2007 truck with fast rebound system on DAF
road bump
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Summarizing this the complete dynamic analyse leads to table 4. In this table
the most important parameter values with switched off and on fast rebound are
mentioned again.

2006 2007
fast reb. o� fast reb. on fast reb. o� fast reb. on

�y time front [sec] 0.26 0.23 0.23 0.11
�y time rear [sec] 0.37 0.35 0.29 0.30

Fz tyre max front [kN] 97.607 97.6073 89.718 89.867
Fz tyre max rear [kN] 81.521 81.646 74.568 74.626

damper velocity max front [m/s] −2.30 −5.17 −1.90 −5.98
damper velocity max rear [m/s] −1.63 −4.65 −1.30 −4.90

Table 4: summary of the most important parameters

After analyzing the dynamic vehicle behaviour for the 2006 and 2007 truck
with switched on fast rebound system it can be concluded that the 2007 truck is
preferable above the 2006 truck. Faster restore of tyre/road contact, lower vertical
tyre forces and a lower vehicle pitch support this conclusion.
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4 Conclusions and Recommendations

In the first section of this chapter the conclusions are drawn regarding the multi-
body model and the behaviour of the 2007 truck in comparison to the 2006 truck.
In the second section some recommendations are given which could be helpful
when the multi-body model of the Dakar rally truck is developed further.

4.1 Conclusions

After a limited kinematic analyse of the independent wheel suspension of the
Dakar rally truck of 2007 the next conclusion can be drawn.

• The kinematic study shows that using independent wheel suspension lead
to changes in wheel orientation when the wheels move up and down. These
changes do not occur on rigid axles.

• The kinematic analyse shows that the lay-out of the independent suspension
causes an installation ratio which affects the vertical stiffness at the wheel.
With the value founds at the kinematic study, the stiffness at the wheels be-
comes half the stiffness of the stiffness at the mounting point C07a&b. It is
also shown that the installation ration changes when the wheel move up an
down.

After analyzing the dynamic behaviour of the 2007 Dakar rally truck the next con-
clusions can be drawn.

• The dynamic behaviour of the 2007 truck is preferable above the dynamic
behaviour of the 2006 truck. Facts which support this conclusion are the
tyre/road contact is established faster after jumping over the DAF bump,
the vertical tyre forces are lower, the vertical cabin accelerations are lower
and the vehicle experience a lower pitch angle. A faster restored tyre/road
contact means that it is faster possible to have traction and to make steering
manoeuvres. Lower vertical tyres forces result in a bigger margin before
damaging the tyres. The lower vertical cabin accelerations means a better
comfort for the driver.

• It can also be concluded that switching on the fast rebound system has the
desired effect, the times which the wheels "fly" are shorter. In this situation
the 2007 truck has again the preferable dynamic behaviour, lower vertical
tyre forces, lower chassis pitch angles and the most important faster restored
tyre/road contact.

• The conclusion that the 2007 truck has the preferable behaviour alsomatches
with the conclusions of Team de Rooy after driving with the rally trucks in re-
ality.

4.2 Recommendations

To prevent that the same problems are encountered and to further develop the
multi-body models in the future some recommendations are made.

• Improve documentation of the real rally trucks. The documentation has to
contain drawings of the node placement of the front and rear axle and tech-
nical drawings of the different suspension parts. Besides the different draw-
ings also the masses of the suspension parts, the front and rear axle load,
exact spring and damper characteristics must be included in the documen-
tation. Especially data about the dampers with fast rebound system is very
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important because changing the damper settings in the multi-body models
had a big influence on the vehicle behaviour. The data which is available at
the moment has a maximum velocity of −0.4 m/s, see figure 2, while sim-
ulations show that the maximum damper velocity lays around −6 m/s, see
figure 16. When it is not possible to get the information from manufactures,
it is necessary to do component test.

• Gather data of the vehicle behaviour in reality. For instance by equipping a
rally truck with sensors and drive over known obstacles at the DAF test track
in Sint-Oedenrode. The data of the vehicle behaviour and the component
test make it possible to validate the multi-body model and to improve the
accuracy and predictive quality of the multi-body model.

Generally speaking the main problem is that there is nothing on paper about
the real Dakar rally trucks and their behaviour. The data which is available at this
moment is on the basis of assumptions and estimations. It is impossible or at
least very hard to compare these estimations and assumptions with results found
by means of simulations with the multi-body models.
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Appendix A

This Appendix contains a table with node placements and schematic drawings of
the front and rear axle.

front axle
name number x [m] y [m] z [m] remark
axle centre centre 0.000 0.000 0.640
left side
wheel centre c01 0.000 1.100 0.640
upper joint wheel hub c02 0.000 0.750 0.820
lower joint wheel hub c03 0.000 0.820 0.406
upper joint axle body c04 0.000 0.340 0.810
lower joint axle body (front) c05a 0.140 0.220 0.470 1 point in model
lower joint axle body (rear) c05b −0.250 0.220 0.470 1 point in model
spring frame (front) c06a 0.165 0.480 1.250
spring frame (rear) c06b −0.160 0.480 1.250
spring lower rod (front) c07a 0.180 0.685 0.455
spring lower rod (rear) c07b −0.140 0.685 0.455
steer rod wheel hub c08 0.380 0.800 0.670
steer rod frame c09 0.300 0.330 0.680

rear axle
axle centre centre −4.400 0.000 0.640
left side
wheel centre c01 −4.400 1.100 0.640
upper joint wheel hub c02 −4.400 0.750 0.820
lower joint wheel hub c03 −4.400 0.820 0.406
upper joint axle body c04 −4.400 0.340 0.810
lower joint axle body (front) c05a −4.150 0.220 0.470 1 point in model
lower joint axle body (rear) c05b −4.540 0.220 0.470 1 point in model
spring frame (front) c06a −4.255 0.520 1.255
spring frame (rear) c06b −4.565 0.520 1.255
spring lower rod c07a −4.260 0.685 0.455
spring lower rod c07b −4.580 0.685 0.455
steer rod wheel hub c08 −4.780 0.800 0.670
steer rod frame c09 −4.700 0.330 0.680 measured [-4.770 0.330 0.750]

Table 5: node placement of front and rear axle

The values mentioned in table 5 are the results of measurement on a real rally
truck. Only the dimensions of the suspension nodes on the left side of both axles
are given. Because the axles are symmetric with respect to the vertical plane cross-
ing the longitudinal axis, the suspension nodes of the right side are found by mir-
roring the suspension nodes of the left side. The longitudinal and lateral dimen-
sions are given with respect to the axle centre and the vertical distance given with
respect to the road surface of the road.

The position of the node c09 at the rear axle may require some explanation.
The values mentioned in the remark column of table 5 are the dimensions which
are measured on a real rally truck. If the nodes of themulti-bodymodel were placed
according to these values, there appeared big steer angle changes when examined
them at the kinematic study, see also section 3.1. To avoid problems at the dynamic
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analyse, node c09 of the rear axle is placed on the same distances as node c09 of
the front axle.

Figure 17: node placement of front axle
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Figure 18: node placement of rear axle
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Appendix B

This Appendix contains a table in which the configurations of the 2006 and the
2007 truck are compared.

dimensions 2006 truck 2007 truck remark
wheelbase [mm] 4400 4400
track [mm] 2200 2200
masses
vehicle mass [kg] 8500 8500
axle load front [kg] 4900 5000
axle load front [kg] 3600 3500
front axle mass [kg] 700 1020 without rims and tyres
rear axle mass [kg] 600 1020 without rims and tyres
wheel mass [kg] 150 150 rim and tyre
unsprung mass front axle [kg] 1000 840
unsprung mass rear axle [kg] 900 840
total sprung mass [kg] 6600 6820
sti�ness
sti�ness coil springs front [N/mm] 35 60.5
sti�ness coil springs rear [N/mm] 10 37
sti�ness leaf springs [N/mm] 35 n/a
vertical tyre sti�ness front [N/mm] 600 600
vertical tyre sti�ness front [N/mm] 450 450
sti�ness at front wheel [N/mm] 105 81 without bump stops
sti�ness at rear wheel [N/mm] 55 50 without bump stops
damping
vertical tyre damping front [Ns/m] 500 500
vertical tyre damping rear [Ns/m] 500 500

Table 6: model con�gurations
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Appendix C

In section 2.4 there is mentioned that the dampers of the rally trucks are fitted
with a fast rebound system. To check the functioning and the influence of the fast
rebound system, a comparison is made between the 2007 truck on the DAF road
bump with and without the fast rebound system.

Figure 19: results of 2007 truck with and without fast rebound system on DAF
road bump

.
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Appendix D

The figures in this Appendix show the results of a simulation with the multi-body
model of the Dakar rally truck of 2006. This model was built by Siau and Spijk-
ers [?]. At this simulation the 2006 truck had baseline settings, a wheelbase of
44000 mm and no fast rebound.

Figure 20: results of simulation with basic 2006 truck on 2006 roadbump

Figure 21: roadbump of 2006
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Appendix E

This Appendix shows the cabin accelerations after changing the maximum damper
travel to 200 mm, like mentioned in section 3.2.

Figure 22: cabin acceleration

.
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Appendix F

This appendix contains some schematical drawings of upper tie rod, lower tie rod
and wheel hub in reality.

Figure 23: upper rod

Figure 24: lower rod
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Figure 25: wheel hub
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Appendix G

This Appendix shows a schematic drawing of a wheelpad.

Figure 26: schematic drawing of a wheelpad
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